
 
 
December 7, 2015 
 
Mayor Najarian and Members of the City Council 
City of Glendale 
613 E. Broadway 
Glendale, CA 91206 
 
Re:  Agenda Item 5a—232-234 S. Brand Boulevard (Masonic Temple, GR No. 15) 
 
Dear Mayor Najarian and Council Members Devine, Friedman, Gharpetian, and 
Sinanyan: 
 
I write on behalf of the Board of Directors of The Glendale Historical Society and its 
more than six hundred members. While we are glad that the Masonic Temple will be in 
use again, we must regret the extent of the alterations approved by the Historic 
Preservation Commission  (HPC). The Masonic Temple has undergone less a 
rehabilitation than a remodel, without proper environmental review under the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) at any stage. After such radical changes, 
we have concluded that the building can no longer be considered eligible for the 
National Register, as surveyed in the Historic Resources Technical Report for the 
Downtown Specific Plan, which was adopted by City Council in 2006. 
 
The purpose of the Mills Act is to encourage property owners to restore and maintain 
the integrity of historic resources. According to the California Office of Historic 
Preservation website, it is “the most important economic incentive program in 
California for the restoration and preservation of qualified historic buildings by private 
property owners.” As you know, TGHS strongly supports the Mills Act program and is 
proud that Glendale participates in it. TGHS believes, however, that the renovations to 
the Masonic Temple can in no way be considered to comply with the goals of the Mills 
Act and therefore that the application should be denied. 
 
Currently only properties on the Glendale Register are eligible for a Mills act contract; 
however, they are not entitled to one. TGHS has attended several Historic Preservation 
Commission meetings in which homeowners who sought a Mills Act contract were 
required to perform work to restore the integrity of their historic resource. Conditions 
placed on Mills Act contracts accomplish exactly what is intended in the language of the 
California Office of Historic Preservation: they offer a financial incentive to perform 
needed restoration work. Conditions imposed on homeowners include the restoration 
and protection of original wood beams, restoration of the original exterior finish, and 



the replacement of newer windows with windows that match the originals as closely as 
possible. 
 
While the HPC approved most of the alterations to the Masonic Temple, with some 
exceptions that will be noted, it did so based on the applicant’s claim that these changes 
were necessary to make the building viable for a particular commercial tenant. Indeed, 
we heard several times that the proposed project had to be completed by December 
2015 or the tenant would not move in and the building sale would not take place 
(Exhibit A, Project Objectives, Project Design Review, April 16, 2015, 1). The proposed 
new use and tenant requirements dictated virtually all decisions governing fenestration, 
Nanawalls, glass balcony, and the stair tower. Original windows had to be filled in to 
accommodate very large new windows; the stair tower was not a structural necessity of 
the building—the only instance in which it would be considered appropriate—but an 
addition driven by interior function. None of these alterations represent or were 
represented as restorations of the historic character of the building. Even the front 
façade was a missed opportunity to restore it closer to the original. These changes may 
suit the needs of the owner and tenant, but they do not meet the preservation standards 
associated with the Mills Act. 
 
We respectfully submit that no ordinary homeowner in Glendale would receive a Mills 
Act contract if he or she had performed such significant alterations to a Glendale 
Register property. For an ordinary Glendale homeowner, the HPC would have imposed 
strict conditions to restore the building to a closer approximation of the original before 
granting a contract.  
 
We further point out that not all work undertaken was approved by the HPC. HVAC 
placement changed and a large number of brand new perforations were required as 
vents; these were approved at staff level. In addition, the new windows are not the 
windows the HPC approved. Caruso Affiliated’s Phase 1 Narrative Statement and 
Supporting Materials  of April 7, 2015 (Exhibit A, Project Design Review, April 16, 2015), 
stated that “New windows [are] intended to be in an aluminum material to match [the] 
look and character of existing steel windows” (3). Page & Turnbull’s revised 
memorandum of March 25, 2015 was more specific: “New windows will be 
contemporary with a single central panel flanked by multi-pane, divided light windows 
similar to the casement windows found at the building” (Exhibit C, ibid., 7). It further 
noted that “the windows…are compatible and designed to be contemporary” (10). 
However, the window additions are neither similar to nor compatible with the original 
casement windows, even allowing for the substitution of aluminum for steel over the 
objections of TGHS.  The new windows are standard storefront extrusions with applied 
muntins. That is, in contrast with the original divided light windows, and the 
contemporary multi-pane, divided light windows promised by the applicant and 
approved by the HPC, these are simply large sheets of glass with exterior bars glued or 
otherwise attached to them to simulate divided lights. These are incompatible, 
inappropriate substitutes for the windows requested and approved; they have no place 
on a historic building and, in our view, do not meet the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation by any means. 
 
 
 



 

 

Figure 1. Photo taken Nov. 12, 2015. Note that upper right side of window has already 
lost its applied muntin. This would not be possible if the applicant had installed the 
multi-pane divided light windows that the HPC approved. 

 
We note that nothing was submitted by the applicant to the HPC requesting a change to 
the multi-pane, divided light windows. The only other north and south façade window 
details were given as part of Gensler’s Presentation on the Former Masonic Temple 
Building from May 11, 2015 (exhibit B, Project Design Review, May 21, 2015, 21-22). 
These details simply establish how the windows will be configured and how they will 
fit into the openings, not that they are simulated muntins. 
 
Glendale will live with this building. It is an important landmark, and occupancy will 
help to prevent its deterioration. But this renovation does not respect the building’s 
historic fabric and should not be considered a suitable candidate for a Mills Act 
property tax credit. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

Greg Grammer 
 
Greg Grammer, President 
The Glendale Historical Society 


